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Wall Claddings for 
Times of Crisis?
insulated wall claddings with stucco-like finishes 
first became popular during the energy crisis of the 
1970s, but lost some luster due to installation-related 
lawsuits in the 1990s. So when fuel prices recently 
spiked – along with concerns about air and moisture 
infiltration – experts like enclosure guru Joseph 
Lstiburek, principal of Building Science Corp., exclaimed, 
“EIFS is back!” And the systems common in Las Vegas 
projects such as the Monte Carlo Resort & Casino 
(shown) are different now: They still have continuous 
exterior insulation, but thanks to code changes the 
EPS can be thicker. Behind it, novel air barriers protect 
interior spaces, and new finish coats offer more 
durability and even self-cleaning properties. Recent 
weathering tests by DOE and Oak Ridge National Labs 
also show why EIFS is getting the green light once again.

eifs/stucco

snap back

three-part performance
manufacturer: Sto Corp.
performance: R-values up to R-59.1
price range:  $$$
applications: StoTherm Lotusan NExT 
incorporates a waterproof air barrier, 
insulated wall cladding, and a textured, self-
cleaning finish. Air barrier is spray-applied. 
Insulated cladding reduces air infiltration and 
heat loss. 
www.stocorp.com (SNAP #95)
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air and water barrier
manufacturer: BASF / Senergy
performance: Meets Massachusetts code 
for air barriers
price range:  $$
applications: Senershield-R is a ready-
mixed, flexible coating applied by hand or spray 
device directly to gypsum sheathing, cement 
board, and OSB. Blocking both water and air, the 
coating eliminates taping and sealing of joints. 
www.senergy.basf.com (SNAP #96)

premium acrylic
manufacturer: ParexLahabra
performance: 45% greater polymer 
content
price range:  $$$
applications: The new premium acrylic 
finish, DPR Optimum, is available in four 
finish textures: Swirl Fine, Sand Coarse, Sand 
Fine, and Sand Smooth. High-quality formula 
increases EIFS finish lifespan, reducing the 
need to recoat.
www.parexlahabra.com (SNAP #97)

“Above all other considerations, EIFS 
needs to be a drainable system. One must 
also consider the anticipated longevity of 
the building; durability and maintenance 
have to be accounted for. Careful consid-
eration of the design and detailing will in-
sure it performs as desired. Drawings and 
specifications need to provide for similar 
levels of care during construction.”

“When it comes to a complex, multi-
curved building form, there are not 
many exterior materials that can be 
used. For a luxury residence in the desert 
heat of Phoenix, a collision of geometric 
curves with minimal straight runs, EIFS 
was my first choice. Because EIFS is 
troweled on, you can literally sculpt the 
desired forms.”

“In southern California, stucco is still ideal. 
Inexpensive and requiring only relatively 
skilled labor to apply, it’s nevertheless 
rich in appearance. One of our residential 
clients initially wanted a style that required 
prohibitively expensive stone; as an alterna-
tive we suggested stucco with a heavy dash 
finish. The result is a home considered to be 
the most attractive in that neighborhood.”

snapshots

key    $ = value,  $$ = mid-range,  $$$ = high-end

dryvit systems (SNAP #92)

sto corp. (SNAP #93)

master wall (SNAP #94)

eifs manufacturers to watch

source: top three data downloads at sweets.com  
from 3/09–4/09
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source: mcgraw-hill construction research & analytics

top building types for eifs  
south atlantic vs. u.s.

hotels stores

above-average insulation

east south central ........................................ 28.8%
west south central ....................................... 25.0% 
south atlantic ............................................... 24.8% 

u.s. national average .................. about 22%

source: mcgraw-hill construction

eifs provides good thermal insulation,  
explaining in part why it is specified above the 

national average in southern u.s. geographies.

total electric and gas use:    

          brick= $6,774 eifs= $4,868

average monthly usage:    
          brick= $322.57  eifs= $231.80

annual savings/loss:    
         brick= $1,089.24 eifs= $1,089.24
 

total savings/loss (%):    
          brick= 28.14%     eifs= 28.14%  

energy use: eifs vs. brick

source: moisturebond warranty
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